The Anne Scheiber Fellowship Program

The Anne Scheiber Fellowship Program provides scholarship support to Stern College undergraduates, as well as graduates, pursing their advanced training at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. The program, established by Ms. Scheiber through a twenty two million dollar bequest, seeks to support high achieving women with financial need to realize their academic and professional goals. Stern College graduates who attend the University’s Albert Einstein College of Medicine may apply for awards up to full tuition for their four years of medical training. We proudly salute the Anne Scheiber Fellows who are fulfilling Ms. Scheiber’s dream:

Chaya Abelow
Agnes Nathalie Abitol
Nechama Ackerman
Diane Algava
Ariella Applebaum
Kayla Applebaum
Abigail Atlas
Miriam Ausubel
Rachel Aviv
Deena Avner
Tamar Belsh
Nomi Ben-Zvi
Abigail Bergman
Deena Blanchard
Rachel Blinick
Yael Boyarsky
Zahava (Nilly) Brodt
Faigy Burekhovich
Tzipa Chaim
Aliza Charlop
Esti Charlop
Emily Chase
Elana Clark
Barrie Cohen
Davida Cohen
Michelle Cohen
Sarit Cohen
Jennifer Deluty
Ellen Dinerman
Nechama Drefus
Danielle Dubin
Batya Edelman
Esti Feder
Abigail Feldman
Tova Fischer
Rose Fluss
Aliza Forman
Rena Frankel
Tamara Freiden
Ahuva Freilich
Caryn Gamss
Eden Gelman
Julie Gilbert
Avigail Ginsberg
Aviva Ginsburg
Ariella Glueck
Elizabeth Goldberger
Tova Goldstein
Dina Golfeiz
Sharon Gordon
Reena Gottesman
Jessica Gross
Rebecca Gross
Michelle Haimowitz
Orli Haken
Rebecca Herskovitz
Batya Hertzberg
Ariella Hollander
Wendy Hosinking
Tsipora Huisman
Julia Josowitz
Chava Kahn
Elisa Karp
Chava Kaufman
Shira Kaye
Rachel Kirshenbaum
Hadassah Klerman
Lea Kozirovsky
Aimee Krausz
Malka Krupka
Yosefa Lerner
Rikah Lerer
Elisheva Levine
Elana Levy
Emily Liebling
Elizabeth Lobell
Shira Marder
Alexandra Michalowski
Rachel Mirsky
Esther Mizrachi
Sara Mizrachi
Ariella Nadler
Sarah Nattel
Helen Nissim
Saran Noble
Chana Gila Ovitz
Chaya Pinson
Yardanna Platt
Tehilla Raviv
Yael Raymon
Shuli Roditi-Kulak
Shira Roszler
Rachel Rubinstein
Chava Ruderman
Debbie Rybak
Michal Schechter
Esther Leah Schoenbrum
Chana Schonbrun
Naomi Schneider
Naomi Schwartz
Yosefa Schoor
Samantha Selesny
Galila Shapiro
Eliana Shaul
Nechama Mina Shoshani
Malki Silverman
Michelle Simpser
Rose Snyder
Shani Snyder
Tirtza Spiegel